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On September 15–17, the DVS EXPO will offer you as a company the possibility of presenting your products and services relating to all aspects of joining, cutting and coating to the specialist world. Due to the DVS CONGRESS taking place in parallel, you can be confident that the visitors will be both interested and optimally informed and ideal addressees for the product portfolio of your company as a result of their specialist know-how. At the same time, you as a company in the joining, cutting and coating sector will have the chance to use the DVS EXPO and the DVS CONGRESS in order to profit from the successful networking platform on which the knowledge, the market and the contacts will be connected in an ideal way. Establish new contacts, intensify existing business relations, provide information about your technical innovations and available product range and look forward to the well-founded, qualitatively convincing exchange of knowledge and experience.

As the organisers of the DVS EXPO 2015, the German Welding Society (DVS) and Messe Essen are cordially inviting you to take part in this exceptional event as an exhibitor. With many years of experience and great competence, Messe Essen is the right contact for all the companies and service providers which would like to present themselves at the DVS EXPO.

www.dvs-expo.com
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For the second time after 2011, the German Welding Society (DVS) will, with the DVS CONGRESS 2015 and DVS EXPO 2015 events, stage a large-scale event which will encompass different subjects and will offer not only the imparting of information, theory and practice but also entertainment in an interdisciplinary environment against the backdrop of Nürnberg.

With the Annual Welding Conference and other subject-related conferences, the DVS CONGRESS forms the annual event highlight for joining, cutting and coating technology.

The conference entitled „Virtual Welding Trainer - The Future of Education“ will be one highlight of the DVS CONGRESS. Topical information and widening findings from the field of training in welding technology with the application of these new, modern systems will await you at the international conference.

You will be cordially invited to exchange your subject-related experience with experts and to obtain information about the latest status in matters relating to virtual welding trainer systems (VWTS) and their utilisation fields.

The period of establishing the internationally renowned welding simulation systems has entered a new stage while offering a new basis for the discussion of a new field of education. Be on the ball together with us and get involved in the development of modern, virtual systems for the education of welders.

The integration of Virtual Welding Trainer Systems (VWTS) into the practical education of welders is making the educational institutes for welding and their instructors face new challenges and issues. What are the contents and methods of a state-of-the-art curriculum for efficient education? Which educational steps are required with regard to ergonomics and occupational health and safety? How can the ever increasing complexity of knowledge about processes, sensitive materials and their fields of application be taught in the ideal case? Moreover, it is important to comply with the requirements of industry while developing the educational modules. The imparting of ever more complex knowledge may be made available using the new, computer-based educational methods.

The conference will be intended for: people who develop and manufacture with experts and to obtain information about the latest status in matters relating to virtual welding trainer systems (VWTS) and their utilisation fields.

The conference entitled „Virtual Welding Trainer - The Future of Education“ will be one highlight of the DVS CONGRESS. Topical information and widening findings from the field of training in welding technology with the application of these new, modern systems will await you at the international conference.

You will be cordially invited to exchange your subject-related experience with experts and to obtain information about the latest status in matters relating to virtual welding trainer systems (VWTS) and their utilisation fields.

The conference will be intended for: people who develop and manufacture welding trainers and welding simulators, everybody who works with welding simulation systems and carries out training in welding technology, welding engineers, welding technologists, specialised welding personnel as well as all the interested specialists from industry, skilled trades and educational establishments.

All the relevant systems in the world will be presented in an accompanying exhibition within the framework of the DVS EXPO.

For this purpose, please use DVS's online submission system at: www.dvs-congress.de/2015

All the papers offered for the conference will be examined and reviewed by a programme commission. The applicants will be informed about the decision of the programme commission. The manuscripts of the selected papers will be included in proceedings which will be published on the occasion of the event.

DVS is looking forward to your offered paper and wishes you a lot of success for your contribution!

Please note: The conference language will be English!

VIRTUAL WELDING TRAINER CAMPAIGN AREA AT THE DVS EXPO:

Exhibitors at the DVS EXPO will be invited to present their virtual welding trainer systems in the campaign area bearing the same name in the centre of the DVS EXPO in addition.

Are you interested in the event? Would you like to introduce and place your company within the framework of the event? Then, you are being invited to use the sponsoring offered on the occasion of the DVS CONGRESS 2015 as a good possibility of looking after your image (sponsoring of printed matter, conference rooms, event elements etc.). We are offering: naming of your company in the conference programme / Internet, presence of your firm’s logo at the venue, handing-out of your advertising materials with the conference documents etc.

Do you have any questions or wishes? Simply get in touch with us!